We propose two possibilities to explain an excess of electron/positron flux around 1.4 TeV recently reported by Dark Matter Explore (DAMPE) in the framework of radiative seesaw models where one of them provides a fermionic dark matter candidate, and the other one provides a bosonic dark matter candidate. We also show unique features of both models regarding neutrino mass structure.
I. INTRODUCTION
In light of the excess of electron/positron flux reported by Dark Matter Explore (DAMPE) [1, 2] , we try to propose possibilities whether radiative neutrino models can accommodate dark matter (DM) candidate that can explain the excess and link DM to neutrinos or not. The typical features of DM indicated by the excess are that DM mainly annihilates into electron positron pair which originates from very sharp excess at the distribution energy ∼1. 4 TeV, and no excess of proton antiproton pair is observed [3] . Another important feature is that scale of the annihilation cross section to explain the excess is 3 × 10 −26 cm 3 /s if we adopt a scenario which assume an existence of dark subhalo near the earth. Remarkably this scale of the DM annihilation cross section is similar to the annihilation cross section to explain the relic density. It suggests that we do not need to worry about large boost factor any longer to enhance the cross section, which is unlikely to the previous experimental results of positron excess reported by PAMELA [4] and AMS-02 [5] . In fact, these positron excess can be addressed by astrophysical sources such as pulsars while it is difficult to explain the excess in the DAMPE data due to the sharpness of the peak.
In view of model building [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , the simplest achievement could be to introduce a flavor dependent gauged U(1) symmetry that has to have nonzero electron/positron charge at least; therefore U(1) e−µ or U(1) e−τ . If DM is fermion, Dirac type is favored because its cross section should still have s-wave dominant in the s-channelXX → Z ′ →f f , where Z ′ is extra gauge boson induced from additional gauged U(1) symmetry. In case of bosonic DM candidate, there could be several possibilities to explain the excess due to a lot of modes coming from Higgs potential as well as Yukawa term that depends on models. As an example, in ref. [9, 14] , they have discussed the possibility via four body electron/positron final states in the s-channel.
In our letter, we firstly construct the one-loop induced neutrino model with Dirac type of DM propagating inside the loop, introducing gauged U(1) e+µ−τ symmetry. In order to cancel the gauge anomalies, several mirror fermions have to be introduced, but it does not violate our model once additional discrete symmetry is imposed. As a result, we show not only successful neutrino scenario but also predictive neutrino texture. In the second model, we consider the bosonic DM candidate propagating inside the loop diagram generating neutrino mass, introducing gauged U(1) e−µ symmetry based on ref. [21] . Then we also 
, where SU (3) C singlet for all fermions and ℓ ′ = e, µ. Notice that one generation of mirror leptons with U (1) e+µ−τ charge 1 can cancel gauge anomalies. 
, where SU (3) C singlet for all bosons.
show its successful features simultaneously explaining the muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we explain two models, one of which is a radiative neutrino model with Dirac DM candidate, and another of which is the one with bosonic DM candidate. Finally we summarize the results in Sec. III.
II. MODEL, PARTICLE PROPERTIES AND PHENOMENOLOGIES
In this section, we introduce our models and discuss some phenomenologies including neutrino mass generation, DM relic density and possibility to explain the DAMPE excess.
A. Model 1: Dirac fermion DM
Here we consider a model that provides Dirac fermion DM based on U(1) e+µ−τ gauge symmetry. In the fermion sector, we introduce vector-like neutral fermions N e,µ,τ with isospin singlet and several mirror fermions that are needed to cancel our gauge anomalies, and impose a flavor dependent gauge symmetry U(1) e+µ−τ as summarized in Table I . Also a discrete Z 4 symmetry is imposed for this new fermion in order to forbid the tree level neutrino masses as well as mixing between mirror fermions and other fermions, and stabilize our DM candidate 1 .
In the scalar sector, we add an SU(2) L doublet scalar Φ 2 , two SU(2) L doublet inert scalars η, η ′ and a singlet scalar ϕ to the SM-like Higgs Φ 1 as summarized in 
where α(β) runs over (e, µ, τ ), i runs over (e, µ),η ≡ iσ 2 η * , σ 2 is the second Pauli matrix, and we omit trivial terms in the potential. Note that λ 3 term in the potential prevents Higgs doublet sector from inducing massless Goldstone boson. Notice also that h αβ allows only the nonzero components h e,τ , h µ,τ , h τ,e , h τ µ , and dominant mass terms for mirror fermions
For Yukawa interactions among two
Higgs doublets and SM fermions, the second doublet Φ 2 can couple to only leptons as a consequence of extra U(1) charge. In this paper. we omit further discussion.
We parametrize the scalar fields as
1 Another types of models have been proposed by refs. [22] [23] [24] [25] , several of which are extended to be quark sector. 2 They also have Yukawa termsL T and [η I , η
where c(s) a(b) are written in terms of λ 1,2 and trivial parameters in the Higgs potential.
We have heavy neutral gauge boson Z ′ after U(1) e+µ−τ gauge symmetry breaking. The mass of Z ′ is given by
where g ′ is the gauge coupling of U(1) e+µ−τ . Let us consider the active neutrino mass matrix at one-loop level [26] , which consists of two types of diagrams; m 
Then it is formulated by in terms of mass eigenstate:
Then it is also formulated by where m ν 1,2,3 and ∆m atm are respectively observed neutrino mass eigenvalues and atmospheric neutrino mass difference squared [29] . Here we define
, U is 3 by 3 unitary mixing matrix, and ρ, σ are Majorana phases.
Lepton flavor violations(LFVs) have to always be taken into account in any radiative seesaw models. The stringent bound arises from the process of µ → eγ; BR(µ → eγ)
4.2 × 10 −13 [30] . To satisfy this bound, the typical Yukawa coupling is of the order 0.1 when the loop masses are of the order 1 TeV. Since we expect the minimal mass inside the loop is about 1.5 TeV that is DM inspired by DAMPE, this constraint can be applied. Therefore
LFVs do not give so serious constraint.
Dark matter candidate inspired by DAMPE: Here we discuss possible explanation of the DAMPE data. At first we briefly formulate the valid interactions between Dirac DM candidate (X ≡ N 1 , M X ≡ M 1 ) and the other particles. Since our DM has extra U(1) charge it comes from kinetic terms including a gauge field, and the interacting Lagrangian is given
where the mass of Z ′ is given by Eq. (II.5). Thus X annihilates via the processXX → Z ′ → ℓ + ℓ − (ν ℓ ν ℓ ) and lepton ratio from DM annihilation is e : µ : τ = 1 : 1 : 1 which is also suitable to explain the DAMPE data [3] . Here we estimate relic density of X using micrOMEGAs 
[31] to solve the Boltzmann equation by implementing relevant interactions which
induce DM pair annihilation processes. In explaining the DAMPE excess, we fix DM mass as M X = 1.5 TeV and scan parameter space {g ′ , m Z ′ } to search for the region providing correct relic density. In addition, we take into account the constraints from LEP data for measurement of e + e − → ℓ + ℓ − processes as [33] m Z ′ g ′ ≥ 7.0 TeV (II.14)
where upper limit of gauge coupling is g ′ ∼ 0.4 for m Z ′ ∼ 3 TeV. The left plot in Fig. 2 shows the parameter points which can accommodate correct DM relic density [32] , approximated as Ωh 2 = 0.12 ± 0.005. Then we show the current thermal annihilation cross section for the parameter points in the right plot in Fig. 2 .
Then we can explain the data from DAMPE experiment assuming nearby DM subhalo;
for example, the data can be fitted with current DM thermal annihilation cross section is relevant to get desired cross section as shown in the right plot of Fig. 2 . 
B. Model 2: Scalar boson DM
Here we consider the second model and discuss some phenomenologies in the case of boson DM candidate with U(1) e−µ gauged symmetry, where original model has been discussed in ref. [21] in the framework of U(1) µ−τ symmetry. We summarize our field contents and their field assignments in Table III for fermion sector and Table IV for boson sector. Z 2 odd parity plays a role in assuring the stability of our DM as usual, where we identify it to be gauge singlet inert boson S. Although S mixes with ∆ that is also inert boson with isospin triplet, we expect its mixing is so small that we can neglect its mixing effect in the analysis of DM.
Singlet ϕ is the source of the spontaneous symmetry breaking of U(1) e−µ , whose VEV is
The Lagrangian of neutrino sector and valid Higgs potential is then given by
where
We parametrize the scalar fields as T is defined as
where the mixing is written in terms of linear combinations of couplings of Higgs potential.
We have heavy neutral gauge boson Z ′ after U(1) e−µ gauge symmetry breaking. The mass of Z ′ is given by
where g ′ is the gauge coupling of U(1) e−µ .
After the e − µ gauge symmetry breaking, vector-like fermion mass matrix can be written
where we have simply assumed M L ′ to be a real symmetric matrix and define 20) where N 1,2,3 (M 1,2,3 ) is the mass eigenstate(eigenvalue). Then our active neutrino mass matrix is given at one-loop level and calculated as It is worthwhile to mention the new contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment (muon g − 2: ∆a µ ) that arises from g with negative contribution and f with positive contribution. Since the experimental result is positively induced, we assume to be g << f .
Then (g − 2) µ is given by
where F ≡ f V , and we have assumed to be s α << 1 that leads to H 1 ≈ S in the last equation of (II.23). Since we have to consider the LFV constraints such as µ → eγ, we impose the condition ℓ=e,µ,τ F eℓ F † ℓµ << ℓ=e,µ,τ F µℓ F † ℓµ . Even in this case, one finds the sizable muon (g − 2) µ . The relevant interactions come from kinetic term and a part of Higgs potential, and the corresponding Lagrangian is given by
where µ comes from a quartic coupling S 2 ϕ 2 in the Higgs potential and the mass of Z ′ is given by Eq. (II.18). The annihilation process is therefore four body modes:
. This kind of process has also been analyzed by the group [9] and found a solution when M X ∼ m ϕ R with M X ≈ 3 TeV. This is a natural consequence that the excess should monochromatically be observed. Then we carry out parameter scan on {m H , g X } space by fixing other parameters as M X = 3 TeV, m Z ′ = 0.995M X and µ = 1 TeV. Note that we also implicitly apply LEP constraint for gauge coupling as in the case of previous model. The left plot in Fig. 3 shows the parameter points which can accommodate correct DM relic density as in the analysis of previous model.
Then we show the current thermal annihilation cross section for the parameter points in the right plot in Fig. 3 . As in the previous model, we prefer slightly enhanced annihilation cross section as we have neutrino mode and m ϕ R ≤ 2M X is also suitable in explaining the DAMPE data.
III. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have proposed two possibilities of the one-loop induced radiative seesaw models that link to the fermionic and bosonic dark matter candidates inspired by the DAMPE excess.
In model 1, we have introduced gauged U(1) e+µ−τ and constructed the one-loop neutrino masses inside the Dirac type of DM, and found predictive two zero texture B 2 that provides several predictions such that inverted hierarchy is favored when the best fit observables are adapted, m ν 3 ≈ ∆m In model 2, we have introduced gauged U(1) e−µ and constructed the one-loop neutrino masses associated with the bosonic DM, and can have explained the source of muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment, too. The excess of DAMPE can be explained by the four body processes 2X → ϕ R → 2Z ′ → 2e(µ) ± 2e(µ) ∓ (2ν e (ν µ ) ± 2ν e (ν µ ) ∓ ) with s-channel, which is also in good agreement with the DAMPE result and there is a solution when M X ≃ m ϕ R with M X ≃ 3 TeV.
